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19 day Southern Namibia Hiking & Game –  

Camping & Accommodated Self-Drive 2018 
Windhoek - Mariental - Fish River Canyon - Aus - NamibRand Nature Reserve - Sossusvlei - Swakopmund & Coastal 

Strip - Erongo Mountains - Central Namibia 

19 Days / 18 Nights 

Group Size: 2-4 

Reference: 19 day SNH&G C&A SD2018 

Date of Issue: 19 December 2017 

 

 

 

Click here to view your Digital Itinerary 
  

http://wetu.com/Itinerary/Landing/6CC24DFF-1595-ECA1-964D-F3D636BC45AF
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Overview 
This self drive focuses on southern Namibia, hiking in both Fish River Canyon and NamibRand Nature Reserve, allowing 

you to be at one with nature.  From here head to highlights such as the Namib Naukluft National Park, Swakopmund 

for R&R, Erindi for the bonus of game viewing and a final night at N/a’an ku se for conservation work. A mainly 

accommodated option is also available (only camping during Tok Tokkie hike). Note due to summer temperatures, this 

itinerary is only available during winter months normally between May-September 

 

 

Key 

C: Camp site only 

SC: Self Catering 

B&B: Bed and breakfast 

D, B&B: Dinner, bed and breakfast 

FB: Dinner, bed, breakfast and lunch 

 

Price 
Price for 2018- manual vehicles 

Price per person to Chameleon with Bidvest Car Rental  

Based on 2 people sharing with a 4x4 Single Cab with camping equipment & 1 roof tent 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 15/06/18) N$39,650 

High Season (16/06/18 - 31/10/18) N$44,825 

Discounted rates apply from 1 November 2017-28 February 2018 – please enquire 

 

Accommodation Destination Nights Basis 

Villa Violet Windhoek 1 B&B 

Bagatelle Kalahari Game Ranch Mariental 1 C 

Fish River Hiking Trail Fish River Canyon 4 SC 

Canyon Roadhouse Gondwana Collection Namibia Fish River Canyon 1 B&B 

Klein-Aus Vista Desert Horse Campsite Gondwana 

Collection Namibia 

Aus 2 C 

Tok Tokkie Trails NamibRand Nature 

Reserve 

2 FB 

Sesriem Campsite Sossusvlei  2 C 

Swakopmund Sands Hotel Swakopmund & Coastal 

Strip 

2 B&B 

Erindi - Old Traders Lodge Erongo Mountains 2 D, B&B 

Na'an ku se Lodge Central Namibia 1 D, B&B 

http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_20404
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_4033
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_11125
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_11125
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_29389
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Based on 4 people sharing with a 4x4 Double Cab with camping equipment & 2 roof tents 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 15/06/18) N$32,735 

High Season (16/06/18 - 31/10/18) N$35,700 

Discounted rates apply from 1 November 2017-28 February 2018 – please enquire 

OR 

Price per person to Chameleon with Namibia Car Rental  

Based on 2 people sharing with a 4x4 Single Cab with camping equipment & 1 roof tent 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 30/06/18) N$38,555 

High Season (01/07/18 - 31/10/18) N$40,790 

 

Based on 2 people sharing with a 4x4 Double Cab with camping equipment & 1 roof tent 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 30/06/18) N$40,615 

High Season (01/07/18 - 31/10/18) N$43,265 

 

Based on 4 people sharing with a 4x4 Double Cab with camping equipment & 2 roof tents 

Low Season (01/11/17 - 30/06/18) N$32,910 

High Season (01/07/18 - 31/10/18) N$34,245 

(Price valid until 31 October 2018) 

Please note that the N$ is fixed to the South African Rand on a 1/1 basis 

Included 
Camping & accommodation as set out in itinerary; car rental as indicated; meals as stated in itinerary; vat; tourism 

levy; welcome pack; self-catering/self-guided hiking excursion at Fish  River Canyon - private reserve; Tok Tokkie hiking 

trail; 1 x half-activity carnivore feeding tour at Na an kuse; e-med evacuation insurance 

Bidvest Car Rental - zero excess:  

Includes: Unlimited kms, Super CDW, Super theft loss waiver; Stamp duty, third party liability; VAT; airport surcharge; 

map, inbound guide; full camping equipment for 2/4 people with 1 (for 2 people) roof tent or 2 (for 4 people) roof 

tents; 1 spare wheel 

Namibia Car Rental – zero excess 

Includes: 15% VAT, unlimited kilometres; collision damage waiver; standard tools, second driver; 2 x spare wheels; 

airport transfers; map; tourism levy;  stamp duty; tyre and windshield cover;  full camping equipment for 2/4 people 

with 1 (for 2 people) roof tent or 2 (for 4 people) roof tents; 

Excluded 
International and other flights; visas; fuel; additional meals and optional activities; personal insurance; tips/gratuities; 

items of a personal nature; curios; entry fees to parks and places of interest; additional for car hire as indicated below,  

Park entry fees:  N$80/person/day and N$10/vehicle day – subject to change -  please note that visitors must be in rest 

camps or outside the park - gates open/close at sunrise/sunset 

Bidvest Car Rental:  

Excludes: Rental deposit N$2980; contract fee N$84; fuel; additional driver per rental N$368; young driver surcharge 

N$368 per day (18-20 yrs); fine handling fee N$315; claim handling fee N$893; Assessors fee in event damage is greater 

than N$5000 N$945/incident; baby seat/booster seat N$393/rental; GPS unit N$90/day (deposit N$1000); jerry can 

N$362/rental (plus refundable deposit of N$110); second spare wheel N$221day and deposit of N$1100; 

delivery/collection fee during office hours – Within 25km N$441; Further than 25km N$441 + N$16/km. After hours – 

Within 25km N$882; Further than 25km N$882 + N$16/km; tyre/windscreen waiver N$85/day combined; 

water/sand/and undercarriage damage renters account; hail damage N$61/day; towing charges if not mechanical 

renters account; no show fees – 2 days rental charge; fuel; lost keys surcharge N$690 + replacement of keys; valet 
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service (only if car excessively dirty) - renter account; damage to equipment - renter account; towing - mechanical 

(Bidvest); towing - accident - renter account 

Note:  Bidvest Car Rental has offices both in Windhoek City Centre and also at the International Airport – you are able 

to collect and drop your vehicle at either/both destinations to suit you 

Namibia Car Rental 

Excludes: Refundable vehicle deposit (N$2000); refundable camping equipment deposit (N$2,000); contract fee 

N$75/rental; fuel, overdue rental admin fee N$550; claim admin fee; fines and fine handling fee  N$250/incident;  

sand, water and undercarriage damage;  tyre sidewall damage insurance N$75; cross border permits to Botswana, 

South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe - N$550; Young driver (main driver should be 25 years) N$100/day; baby/booster 

seat N$450/rental; one way fees;  tow in /recovery service if not mechanical; lost key call out fee N$8/km; GPS rental 

N$95/day; additional airport transfers (1 free of charge each way); unscheduled late/early delivery/collection fee 

within 25km and outside normal office hours N$350; delivery/collection fee for vehicle at Windhoek International 

Airport N$400; car cleaning fee for excessive dirt N$990 or actual if more; refuelling cost (actual); 12v compressor 

N$400/rental; first aid kit N$350/rental; fuel canister N$65; water canister N$65; fire extinguisher N$350; sat phone 

(usage approx N$25/min- client account) N$130/day; damage to equipment - renter account; camping tool set (spade, 

axe etc) - N$450/rental; sand mats / tracks - N$550/rental  

Note:  Namibia Car Rental has its office in Windhoek City Centre – they are able to provide airport transfers for you 

(inclusive of rates 1 x return transfer) 

Day 1:  Villa Violet, Windhoek   
 

Day Itinerary 

Collect your rental vehicle and head to your guesthouse in Windhoek. Here, you’ll meet one of our tour consultants’ 

who will go through your travel plans with you and depending on the time of your arrival perhaps wander into the city 

centre, or relax by the pool. Alternatively, join an optional township tour, horse ride, or even head out for a birding 

trip. Overnight in a twin/double room with en suite facilities on a bed and breakfast basis, all other meals will be at 

client’s expense.  Head to one of Windhoek’s restaurants for dinner - Joe's Beer House is an institution! Approx 40mins 

to city & time for vehicle collection and completion of paperwork 

 

Windhoek is Namibia’s capital, home to an international airport and a plethora of restaurants, shops, entertainment 

venues and accommodation options. The city is clean, safe and well-organised, with a colonial legacy that is reflected 

in its many German eateries and shops, and the widespread use of the German language - though English is the official 

language.  The city has an interesting mix of historical architecture and modern buildings, many of which are worth a 

look, including the Alte Feste (Old Fort), the 1896 Christuskirche (Christ Church), and the more contemporary Supreme 

Court. It's not a city to linger though - generally one or two nights is sufficient. 
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Overnight: Villa Violet   

With just six rooms, Villa Violet is a small bed and breakfast guesthouse where you get a personal welcome from the 

owners, friendly and intimate service and exceptional value for money and tucked away in a quiet neighbourhood. 

The rooms at Villa Violet open onto small patios making an ideal spot to relax and read a book or have a cup of tea 

while you chat with Ben and Heidi. Rinse your travel-weary bones in the swimming pool or retreat to your air -

conditioned room with a book from the small library. The décor is simple, elegant and modern with hotel-like amenities 

including wireless internet, flat-screen cable TV, climate control, tea/coffee, personal safe, honesty bar and hair dryers. 

 
 

Included 

Bed & Breakfast 

 

Day 2:  Bagatelle Kalahari Game Ranch, Mariental   
 

Day Itinerary 

From Windhoek your self-drive adventure starts - head south into the Kalahari Basin, around a 3 hour drive. After your 

arrival relax, enjoy a self-guided walk or perhaps join a nature drive through the reserve and learn about this beautiful 

region looking out for some of the desert animals found here crossing the stunning linear dunes and grassy tree-lined 

valleys. Overnight camping, with meals and optional activities at client’s own expense 

 

Situated in south central Namibia, fringing the Kalahari Desert, the city of Mariental lies along the TransNamib railway 

and serves as the Hardap Region’s commercial and administrative capital. It provides an important petrol stop before 

heading west to Sesriem to view the red-orange dunes of Sossusvlei. Mariental is located close to magnificent the 

Hardap Dam, which is the largest reservoir in Namibia. The Hardap Irrigation Scheme has breathed life into this arid 

terrain, which is now fertile with farmlands covered in citrus, melons, lucerne, wine and maize, and dotted with ostrich 

farms. The dam is a popular holiday resort which draws city slickers from Windhoek and offers an array of watersports, 

scenic walks, and abundant wildlife in a 20000-hectare nature reserve set on its western bank; where visitors can spot 

rhino, ostrich, antelope, springbok and a variety of bird species. 
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Overnight: Bagatelle Kalahari Game Ranch  View iBrochure 

The lodge lies on the edge of the Southern Kalahari in the mixed tree and shrub Savanna. The ranch is characterised 

by huge red sands dunes running parallel, and in a northern-westerly to south-easterly direction and is set on a 7,000ha 

private reserve, formally a sheep and cattle farm and now home to various species of game such as springbok, 

gemsbok, kudu, giraffe and ostrich as well as jackal, hare and porcupine inhabit the dunes and dune valleys of the 

ancient Kalahari Desert. The main lodge has an excellent library, dining area and lounge/tv as well as a swimming pool 

to relax around and a star gazing observatory. There are a number of optional activities such as sun downer drives, 

nature drives and bushman walks where guests can learn a little about surrounding veldt and traditional methods of 

survival (to a demo village). Horse rides are also offered for early morning/late afternoon. A conservation project is 

also run by Cheetah Conservation Fund and will give you the chance to see these elegant cats at close quarters. 

There are 5 camp sites with private ablution facilities, braai facilities & swimming pool  

 
 

Optional 

Nature Drive and Sundowner 

Night Game Drive 

 

Nature Drive and Sundowner 

A game drive in the reserve with a variety of game such as giraffe, kudu, zebra, oryx, blue-wildebeest, eland and much 

more. The reserve has some of the highest dunes in this region, with views over the pans, characteristic to the Kalahari. 

Between the dunes, which are called streets, are the beautiful acacia trees. The Kalahari has more than 150 species of 

birds. The well-known suricate (meerkat) is also to be seen, although they are very scarce.   As the day draws to an 

end, a sundowner on the dune will await you, with refreshments and a Namibian snack, while enjoying a breath taking 

sunset in the Kalahari. 

Night Game Drive 

After dinner, this drive offers the adventures one, the opportunity to look out with the aid of a strong spotlight, for 

various nocturnal animals such as aardvark, bat-eared foxes, porcupines, springhare, aardwolf, wild cats, birds, such 

as owls and so much more.  This will be accompanied with hot gluwein/sherry in winter or something refreshing in 

summer. 

 

Day 3-6:  Fish River Hiking Trail, Fish River Canyon   
 

Day Itinerary 

Depart from the Kalahari, driving south to Fish River Canyon.  There is time to sit back and enjoy the panoramic view 

while you sip on a sundowner drink later in the afternoon and watch the sun drop behind the stunning canyon vista. 

This is a self-guided hike and meals packs can be arranged 

http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_20404
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Day 1 – Arrival and Introduction at Klipspringer Base camp.   

Hikers are expected to check in between 14:00 and 15:00. Please ensure that you receive a map detailing the route to 

the camp - it's only 22km, but will take at least 45 minutes to navigate).  Hikers will each receive a trunk to pack their 

private belongings in, which will be transported daily from camp to camp.  The evening will conclude with a braai 

(included in package) and meet a consultant who will go through and explain the next few days.  Pre-arranged packs 

can be taken to each daily camp 

Day 2 – Start of trail to Camp Battlesnake (±14km) 

Hikers will be dropped off at the start of the trail by vehicle. The trail is well marked and can be followed easily. Day 2 

offers the longest stretch of the trail and hikers are reminded to pace themselves. Hikers will begin by following a small 

tributary of the Löwen River, the main artery flowing into the Fish River Canyon. At the end of the day they will ascend 

to the rim of the Canyon to the first camp.  The first day of hiking will take hikers to Camp Battlesnake where they will 

spend the night. 

Day 3 – Battlesnake to Koelkrans (± 12km) 

The trail will lead hikers along the rim of the canyon, descending into the Canyon at midday to hike along the Fish 

River.   Spend the night at the Koelkrans Camp, a camp nestled close against a rocky cliff face next to the Fish River. A 

small cabin built along the ridge serves as a dining/kitchen area and the overnight cabins are set below. Bathroom 

facilities are available. 

Day 4 – Koelkrans to Horseshoe Camp (±8km) 

Once the hikers set out, the trail will lead them downstream, along the riverbank. At one point hikers will be required 

to cross the river by boulder-hopping when the water-level is low, but this may require wading when water-levels are 

higher. From here the trail crosses a plateau that leads through a rugged valley and across stony plains, bordered by 

rock walls. Once the river has been crossed, a zebra trail will lead hikers to the rim of the Canyon. The trial will lead 

hikers to the Horseshoe Camp, where they will spend the final night. Bathroom facilities are available 

 

The country's most spectacular geological site and generally regarded as the main highlight of the "Deep South" is the 

Fish River Canyon. The famous ravine - reputed to be the second largest in the world, lies in the lower reaches of 

Namibia's longest river - The Fish. Over millions of years, it continues to evolve and is 161km long, up to 27km wide 

and up to 550m deep. 

 

Overnight: Fish River Hiking Trail   

The Fish River Canyon was formed when the plates of the African continent split, and gradually deepened by the flow 

of water, over the course of hundreds of millions of years. Today, in the midst of rigged plains and mountains, travellers 

can look down into its depths and see the geological history of Namibia written in its layers.  
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Included 

Self Catering 

 

Day 7:  Canyon Roadhouse Gondwana Collection Namibia, Fish River Canyon 
 

Day Itinerary 

Day 5: Departure – Horseshoe Camp to Klipspringer Base camp 

For the remainder of the morning, hikers are welcome to take their time hiking back to Base Camp, where they can 

prepare for departure.   

At the end of the hike, drive on to Canyon Roadhouse to spend a night in a comfy bed with en-suite facilities!  You may 

also choose to drive to Hobas and enjoy a view from the rim of the canyon - in this area the canyon is 550m deep.   

Extra notes for hike: Luggage and equipment are conveyed between the overnight camps, so participants only need 

to pack water and snacks for the day’s hike - and their cameras.   Each overnight camp offers cooking and bathroom 

facilities.   However this self-guided trail only runs from 15 April to 15 September. A minimum of four hikers are 

permitted on the trail, a maximum of 12 hikers per camp, per night (age recommendation 12 - 65 years). 

 

Overnight: Canyon Roadhouse Gondwana Collection Namibia  View iBrochure 

Due to its elaborate décor Canyon Roadhouse has acquired a sort of cult status in Namibia: the good old days of the 

automobile are celebrated in the theme restaurant and bar. Enjoy a slice of the legendary Amarula cheesecake among 

coachwork arranged with loving care. The geology, flora, fauna and history of the area are explained on display boards 

at the Canyon Information Centre. Situated directly on the road to the Fish River Canyon, 14 km from the gate to the 

viewing points, Canyon Roadhouse offers 24 immaculate en-suite rooms with air conditioning, a swimming pool and 

a petrol station. 

 
 

Included 

Bed & Breakfast 

 

Day 8-9:  Klein-Aus Vista Desert Horse Campsite Gondwana Collection Namibia, 

Aus   
 

Day Itinerary 

Today, drive to Klein Aus Vista – one of Namibia’s best kept secrets.  This afternoon perhaps take a walk in the 

surrounding mountains and appreciate the stunning views and the following day recommend you take a day trip to 

explore the coastal town of Luderitz, the harsh and windy peninsula, and visit Kolmanskop Ghost Town - in years gone 

http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_4033
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by they would pick up gem quality diamonds from the ground and trade with them…nowadays sand has taken over 

the buildings and a strange, ethereal feeling presides.  You can stop at the hide and waterhole to see the wild horses 

of the Namib on your return to Klein Aus.  Overnight camping.  Approx 4 hours - approx 1-1.5hours to Luderitz (plus 

return) 

 

Perched above the plains of the Namib Desert and tucked away in the rocky Aus Mountains, the small village of Aus is 

located in the ǁKaras Region in southern Namibia. The arid surrounding landscape is known for its unique botanical 

diversity. Aus serves as an excellent base from which to explore the area and to view the main attraction: the feral 

horses of the Namib Desert, which run wild and free in the sparsely vegetated plains. Catch a glimpse of these wild 

desert-adapted creatures at the water trough at Garub just twenty kilometres away from the village. Visitors can 

explore the Succulent Karoo with a visit to the beautiful Gondwana Sperrgebiet Rand Park, home to the most 

biodiverse desert in the world, and take a scenic hike to discover fascinating indigenous fauna and flora. Don't miss 

the opportunity to camp under the clear Namibian night sky and view the vast desert landscape on horseback.  

 

Overnight: Klein-Aus Vista Desert Horse Campsite Gondwana Collection Namibia  View 

iBrochure 

Large old camel thorn trees greet camping guests at the Desert Horse Campsite in a small valley of the Aus Mountains. 

Each of the ten sites is equipped with a tap, table, grill and windbreak. Neat shower and toilet facilities are within easy 

reach of each site. Barbecue packs are available at the reception of Desert Horse Inn (1.5 km); those who like to skip 

cooking for a change are more than welcome at the Inn's restaurant (subject to space available, please enquire upon 

arrival). Note there are no power point outlets at the Desert Horse camp. If you have equipment that need to be 

charged it can be done at reception of Desert Horse Inn. 

 
 

Recommended 

Luderitz 

Kolmanskop 

Wild Horses of the Namib 

 

http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_11125
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_11125
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Luderitz 

This coastal town is something of an anomaly – a piece of 19th century Bavaria bordering the pinkish sand dunes of 

the Namib Desert. Lutheran churches, German bakeries and colonial buildings are dotted about the settlement, while 

its windswept beaches are home to flamingos, ostriches, seals and penguins. The nearby ghost town of Kolmanskop is 

one of the most fascinating area attractions, located approximately 10 kilometres from Luderitz central. Back in 1908 

a railway worker found a sparkling stone and handed it to his supervisor - this stone (a diamond) started a frantic rush 

as fortune hunters came in search for wealth.  The town grew - fresh water was bought up from South Africa, and a 

German culture prevailed - a bowling alley, a competition for "Miss Kolmanskop" was held, Southern Africa’s first x-

ray machine came from here and over 1100 people lived here - no mean feat considering the harshness of the desert 

The Luderitz Peninsula has a varied coastline, sandy beaches, Agate Beach (famous for its agates no less!) rocky shores, 

Bogenfels (rock arch), a penguin colony and seal colonies.  Jackals roam the area along with brown hyena, springbok 

and other adapted species.  You can drive around the Peninsula but to get into the Sperrgebiet area you'll need a local 

operator to take you.   However, it’s not a place to sit on the beach and enjoy the sunshine, the wind howls, the air is 

chilly as Benguela Current serves this region from Antarctica (that explains the penguins).  

 

Kolmanskop 

Amongst the sands of the Namib, the crumbling buildings of a small, once-luxurious town emerge from the drifting 

dunes. This ghost town is Kolmanskop, a reminder of the wealth of a time when diamonds could be picked by hand 

from the desert, and a remarkable photographic opportunity with few equals anywhere on earth.  

 

Wild Horses of the Namib 

Fighting for a life in freedom they hold an irresistible fascination: the Wild Horses of the Namib in south-western 

Namibia. For centuries their origin was shrouded in mystery. Their habitat, the barren plains around Garub on the 

eastern fringe of the Namib Desert, is no paradise; nevertheless they have managed to adapt to the harsh conditions. 

Their forebears, once in the service of man, gained freedom for themselves: a life in the vastness of the Namib, away 

from human civilization, according to the rules of their own horse society. Perhaps this is the reason for the fascination 

of thousands of visitors every year. Plans for moving the herd to farms have been discarded by now: it has been 

decided that also in future the horses’ place is in Namib Naukluft Park. 
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Day 10-11:  Tok Tokkie Trails, NamibRand Nature Reserve   
 

Day Itinerary 

Leave Klein Aus and drive north.  You should arrive at the Farmhouse for 14h00. Approx 4-5hours drive 

 

Spanning an area of 172,200 hectares and encompassing four distinct ecosystems, the Namib Rand Reserve is among 

the largest privately owned game parks in Southern Africa. Founded to conserve the unique environment and wildlife 

species of the south-western Namib Desert, the park’s mix of dunes, mountains, rocky outcrops, sandy flats and gravel 

plains provides habitats for a diversity of mammals – including hyenas, jackals, foxes, antelopes and various wild cats 

– as well as a plethora of bird species, reptiles, insects, frogs and flora. Visitors can discover the mysterious ‘fairy 

circles’, which dot the landscape and sip on sundowners while watching the sunset over this unspoilt ancient 

landscape. Having been named Africa’s first International Dark Sky Reserve, it is one of the least light-polluted areas 

in the world, so don't miss this excellent star gazing opportunity. 

 

Overnight: Tok Tokkie Trails   

You should arrive at the Tok Tokkie farmhouse by 14h00. Upon arrival at the farm house, you’ll be introduced to your 

guide. Prior to departing on a short scenic drive to the starting point of the trail you’ll be given a daypack with a water 

bottle and some raisins and a cup. All you have to do is add your camera, binoculars and a book to read during the 

heat of the day. Personal luggage needed for the duration of the trail will be transferred to your overnight camp by 

vehicle. From the drop-off point in the sand dunes it is a short walk to your first overnight camp. The dunes are not 

the massive ones encountered at Sossusvlei, but small, vegetated dunes that have a unique beauty of their own. Relax 

with a sundowner, marvel at the magnificent scenery and start “feeling” the desert. Enjoy a wholesome three-course 

dinner and unwind before falling asleep in the open under a blanket of stars. Walking time: morning: 0 hrs / afternoon: 

1 – 2 hrs. Sleeping out in the open on stretcher beds; (L around 13h00 if pre-booked, D) 

Day 02 of hike  

Early morning tea or coffee is served before sunrise followed by a light breakfast so that you can set off in the cool of 

the early morning. You will be given a lunch pack, as the day heats up it is time to stop at a shady spot. The highlight 

of the walk is the breathtaking view of the dunes and plains as well as the “coming alive” of the desert as the guide 
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allows you to feel, smell, taste and see the oldest living desert in the world. The “morning news”, as written in the 

sand of the dunes is always fascinating and with some luck, and the guide’s trained eyes, you may spot some of the 

desert specials - golden mole, dancing white lady, barking gecko, dune lark, flightless wasp to name just a few. Spend 

a good part of the morning on the mountain, before descending the other side to a dry riverbed. During the course of 

the day your guide will explain the wonders of the Namib - how the fascinating desert flora survives by tapping 

underground water from the riverbed, how insect life, which is prolific, adapts to the harsh environment. Birding is 

surprisingly good and you may be lucky enough to see one of Namib endemics, the dune lark. Larger animals you might 

come across include bat-eared fox, oryx, springbok and ostrich. As the day heats up it is time to stop at a shady spot 

where you can enjoy your lunch pack and fill up your water bottles. There is plenty of time to relax, have a siesta and 

reflect on all you have seen. As the heat recedes you start walking – on and through the dunes to your second overnight 

spot. The scene in front of you is an endless dune sea and “fairy circles” with a backdrop of magnificent mountain 

scenery. Photography is spectacular as the shadows on the dunes create an ever-changing palette of colours shortly 

before sunset. A delicious dinner after a long and enjoyable day is indeed welcome. The sound of barking geckoes, the 

occasional cry of a hyena, the hoo-hoo of spotted eagle owls, and more likely than not, the silence accompanies you 

through the night. Walking time: morning: 4 – 4.5 hrs / afternoon: 2 – 2.5 hrs, sleeping out in the open on stretcher 

beds; (BLD) 

Day 03 of hike - continue to destination 

Once again you are woken in the soft light shortly before sunrise. Coffee and breakfast is served before you set off 

through the dune field. The soft and rolling dunes are interspersed by camel thorn trees, which provide welcome shade 

for a rest. Today’s walk is easy and you arrive at back at the farmhouse at approximately 10:30 to allow you enough 

time to get to your next destination When time allows we visit the Namib Desert Environmental Education Trust 

(NaDEET), a non-profit, donor sponsored trust, which aims at developing environmentally responsible citizens of 

Namibia. (www.nadeet.org) Walking time: morning: 3 – 3.5 hrs / afternoon: 0 hrs (B 

 
 

Included 

Full Board 

Drinks (Local Brands) Included 

 

Day 12-13:  Sesriem Campsite, Sossusvlei    
 

Day Itinerary 

From the end of your Tok Tokkie Hike, continue Sesriem campsite and located inside the national park, the drive will 

take around 1.5hours. This afternoon relax by the swimming pool and perhaps visit Elim’s Dune for a spectacular 

sunset. The following day rise early to venture into the dune fields prior to sunrise – the benefit of staying inside the 

park enables you to drive through 1 hour prior to sunrise (guests staying outside the park can only enter at sunrise). 

The drive to the 2x4 car park is around 60km from Sesriem Gate and last 5km is 4x4 only we do not recommend you 

drive this yourselves unless you are experienced 4x4 sand driver.  From the car park take a shuttle or walk the final 
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section to the heart of the dunes.  Ensure you visit nearby Dead Vlei, where the ancient and skeletal camel thorn trees 

stand on the white pan with the backdrop of orange sand dunes and blue sky and perhaps climb Big Daddy, a 

monumental dune adjacent to Dead Vlei to appreciate the endless sand sea.  From here walk across to nearby 

Sossusvlei and later return to camp via Dune 45.  A visit to Sesriem Canyon is worth including! Overnight camping with 

shared ablutions, all meals and optional activities at own expense.  Day 12:  Approx 1.5hours to Sesriem:  Day 13:  

Sesriem to 2x4 car park approx 1hour 

 

Sossusvlei is where you will find the iconic red sand dunes within the Namib Naukluft National Park. The clear blue 

skies contrast with the giant red sand dunes to make this one of the natural wonders of Africa and a photographers' 

heaven. Perhaps the most iconic is the stunning Dead Vlei where the dazzling white clay pan is punctuated by skeletons 

of ancient camel-thorn trees, and set against the backdrop of the apricot dunes. Aside from the attractions at 

Sossusvlei - Dune 45, Hiddenvlei, Big Daddy and Elim's Dune - other attractions in the area include the Sesriem Canyon 

and Namib-Naukluft National Park, where the mountains of the Namib meet its plains and a great hiking destination. 

 

Overnight: Sesriem Campsite   

Sesriem derives its name from the time when earlier pioneers tied six lengths of rawhide thongs (riem) together to 

draw water from the pools. There are 24 campsites with shared ablution blocks offering toilets/showers and washing 

up facilities there is also a fuel station, small store and restaurant/bar, along with a refreshing pool. Most of the 

campsites are set under the shade of a camel-thorn tree and have a low wall built around the site, there's a tap and 

some have electric point. Sesriem is the only campsite inside the national park and guests benefit from the park 

entrance gate opening 1hour prior to sunrise enabling guests to enter the park and drive to the dune sea for sunrise - 

those staying outside the park can only enter at sunrise. 

 
 

Elim Dune 

Just five kilometres from the camp at Sesriem, Elim Dune is best viewed at sunset, when the colours deepen, 

intensifying the contrast between the red dunes and the purple-blue Naukluft Mountains on the opposite horizon. 

Elim Dune is roughly 100 metres in height and the climb to its zenith takes under an hour.  
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Dead Vlei 

This ancient clay pan was once an oasis, studded with acacias and fed by a river that suddenly changed course, leaving 

the earth to dry up along with the trees it previously supported. So dry were the climatic conditions that the trees 

never decomposed – instead they were entirely leached of moisture so that today, 900 years later, they remain as 

desiccated, blackened sentinels dotting the pan’s cracked surface. Surrounded by the red-pink dunes of the Namib 

Desert, blue skies, a white-clay pan, they create a surreal spectacle that is a photographer's dream. 

 

Dune 45 

Dune 45 is located 45kms from the Sesriem gate, (and entrance to dunes), it is renowned for its elegant shape, which 

– along with its position close to the road – has earned it the distinction of ‘most photographed dune in the world’. 

Popular for sunrise, many people climb to gain a vantage point to watch the sun rise over the surrounding area and 

enjoy the changing colour of the dunes, at only 80 metres and featuring a much gentler gradient it is an easier climb 

than many of the other dunes found. 

 

Sesriem Canyon 

Sesriem Canyon, a deep chasm carved through the rocks by water, is a striking natural feature of the area that is best 

explored on foot. Stony walls rise up sharply on both sides of the canyon, while birds roost in its crags and lizards dart 

along the ledges. The canyon’s name was coined when early settlers used it as a water source, using six lengths of 

leather (‘ses riem – six thongs) tied together to lower buckets into the water at the base of canyon. 
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Day 14-15:  Swakopmund Sands Hotel, Swakopmund & Coastal Strip   
 

Day Itinerary 

Drive through the desert to Swakopmund today, en-route you may choose to stop at Walvis Bay to visit the lagoon, a 

protected RAMSAR wetland site, to see the many species of birds including greater and lesser flamingos, pelicans, 

avocets, plovers and the endemic Damara tern. From here, it is a short coastal drive to the historic and adventure 

seaside town of Swakopmund, your base for 2nights.  Here you can enjoy a wealth of optional activities – such as 

desert tours, scenic flights over the dunes and coastline, marine cruises, kayaking, a half or full day trip to Sandwich 

Harbour, and for the more adventurous – sand boarding, skydiving and quad biking!  There is plenty to choose from 

and we are more than happy to assist in pre-booking these activities.  Approx 5+hours 

 

Founded in 1892 as the main harbour for German South West Africa, Swakopmund is often described as being more 

German than Germany. Now a seaside resort, Swakopmund is the capital of the Skeleton Coast tourism area and has 

plenty to keep visitors happy. The quirky mix of German and Namibian influences, colonial-era buildings and the cool 

sea breeze make it very popular and has a wide range of accommodation establishments, banks, restaurants/cafes 

and shops. 

Along this stretch of coastline (Walvis Bay and Swakopmund) you can take part in a selection of activities sating the 

thirst of those seeking adrenaline adventures - sky diving, quad biking and sandboarding; or for the more leisurely a 

range of marine activities including kayaking and cruises. The coastal desert can also be explored with trips to Sandwich 

Harbour, or informative desert tours... There is a long list so just ask us! 

Walvis Bay is Namibia's major harbour town and the lagoon has prolific bird life including flamingos, pelicans as well 

as the breeding area for the endemic Damara tern - any bird enthusiast should make a stop here. 

Further north along this coastline - part of the Skeleton Coast, you'll find shipwrecks and the famous Cape Cross seal 

colony - one of the largest fur seal colonies in the area. 

 

Overnight: Swakopmund Sands Hotel   

The Swakopmund Sands is literary minutes’ walk away from the very popular Jetty and Tug restaurants as well as other 

tourist attractions and yet there is total privacy once on the premises. Each individually designed room is equipped 

with a flat screen TV, safe, under floor heating, fridge, as well as tea and coffee facilities. A laundry service is available 

for same day delivery. Each bathroom has a hairdryer and shaving facilities and all international power points can be 

used. Free wifi available. Note there is a breakfast room but additional meals are not available. 
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Optional 

Sandwich Harbour 

 

Walvis Bay Lagoon 

Walvis Bay’s calm natural lagoon is a twitcher’s paradise, teeming with roughly 50 species of seabirds, including vivid 

flocks of flamingos, bulky-billed pelicans and glossy black cormorants. It’s also a popular spot for windsurfing, 

kitesurfing and kayaking, while the promenade stretching for three kilometres along the water’s edge is a great place 

for a scenic stroll.  

 

Sandwich Harbour 

Located roughly 50 kilometres from Walvis Bay, Sandwich Harbour is a natural lagoon framed by sand dunes on one 

side and the Atlantic Ocean on the other. It is a prime angling and bird-watching site, with countless sea birds coming 

to feed on the rich fish population, including rare white pelican and vivid flocks of pink flamingos.  

 
 

Included 

Bed & Breakfast 
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Day 16-17:  Erindi - Old Traders Lodge, Erongo Mountains   
 

Day Itinerary 

Drive through to Erindi Private Game Reserve where you stay in the lodge for 2nights on a dinner, bed and breakfast 

basis.  Relax around the waterhole to watch the animals come to drink, or perhaps join optional game drive, telemetry 

tracking, leopard excursions and more - there is plenty to choose from on one of the largest game reserves in Africa.  

Alternatively, there is the chance to perhaps kick back your heels and unwind in between heading out to see some of 

Namibia’s game.  Approx 3hours 

 

The Erongo Region is one of the largest of the 13 regions found in Namibia and received its name for the majestic 

Erongo Massif that dominates the area around Karibib, Omaruru and Usakos. The region reaches up to the Atlantic 

Ocean and includes the coastal towns of Swakopmund and Walvis Bay, its northern boundary ending at the Ugab River 

where the Skeleton Coast National Park begins its stretch to Angola. Spitzkoppe, Brandberg and Twyfelfontein are 

officially in this zone .The Erongo Mountains and western escarprment incorporates the Erongo Mountain Nature 

Conservancy which extends over 200,000ha, encompassing one of the most environmentally diverse areas including 

rock art and prehistoric settlements. The area is home to high densities of leopard and brown hyena along with 

hotspots of endemic plant, reptile, bird and mammal species. 

 

Overnight: Erindi - Old Traders Lodge   

Erindi Private Game Reserve is a jewel in the heart of the wild Namibian landscape. The reserve of 70 000ha is situated 

40km east of the town of Omaruru. Old Traders Lodge provides the accommodation at Erindi. This impressive lodge 

comprises the main dining room and viewing deck as well as 35 well appointed suites that all have views of a water 

hole and is located about 2hours drive to/from Windhoek so ideal stopover.  Erindi falls within the Nama Karoo biome 

and is arid to semi-arid characterized by scattered low dwarf shrubs interspersed with grasslands and has an amazing 

array of diverse landscapes including mountains, riverine thickets, inselbergs ("island mountains") and grassland 

savannahs for as far as the eye can see. Game includes big cats such as lion, leopard, and cheetah, and the opportunity 

to see wild dog - one of the few locations in Namibia where you can spot these magnificent and endangered animals. 

Elephant, rhino, giraffe and a plethora of plains game also make their home here, and a conservation project dedicated 

to leopard is also carried out. There is a choice of rooms from the following and wifi is available: 
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Included 

Dinner, Bed and Breakfast 

 

Day 18:  Na'an ku se Lodge, Central Namibia   
 

Day Itinerary 

Your final night is spent at N/a’an ku se Lodge, located between the city and en-route to the airport. Recommend you 

leave Erindi after breakfast – it takes around 3-4hours to the lodge and this afternoon join a carnivore feeding tour 1 

or 2 where there’s the chance to see animals such as lion, leopard, or wild dog, at close quarters.  Dinner is served in 

the lodge after your activity.  Dinner, bed and breakfast basis and 1 half feeding carnivore feeding activity (1 or 2). 

Additional activities, meals and drinks at own expense.  Approx 3hours 

 

The central Namibian highlands are much cooler and less harsh than the arid lowlands that make up the majority of 

the country. This is great cattle ranching country and most tourism facilities have their origins in cattle and more 

recently game ranching.  Windhoek, the capital city is also located here and is often the base for the start and finish 

of many trips 

 

Overnight: Na'an ku se Lodge  View iBrochure 

Located just a 40 minute drive from Windhoek International Airport and nestled in the stunning African veldt,it's 

perfectly situated to start or finish your trip to Namibia. With a range of enjoyable activities available, including various 

Carnivore Feeding Tours, and Cheetahs up Close there are a number of activities to keep you busy. The only charity 

lodge in Namibia, N/a’an ku sê is crafted from ecologically clean material including solid logs and glass to complement 

the beautiful wilderness setting, there are just six luxurious, individual chalets each with open bathroom/shower, air-

con, tea/coffee station and a small private verandah. The main area has a dining area with stunning views, bar and 

swimming pool. There are also five beautifully appointed and fully equipped holiday houses available for hire. The 

lodge is a not for profit eco-tourism destination, where all profits are directed straight back into supporting their 

charitable projects - the Wildlife Sanctuary and Carnivore Conservation Research Project for Namibia’s vulnerable 

wildlife, and the Clever Cubs School and Lifeline Clinic for the San Bushman. By visiting N/a’an ku se you are directly 

contributing towards the protection and conservation of wildlife and helping to improve the lives of the marginalized 

San Bushman community. The lodge design incorporates the ethnic and rustic atmosphere of Africa, whilst offering 

luxury accommodation. Grass, wooden logs, stones, mohair together with linen and bedding are a unique 

combination. Activities are focused around the game on the reserve 

http://wetu.com/iBrochure/7357_29389
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Included 

Na’an kuse carnivore (half tour) feeding 

 

Day 19:  Departure   
 

Day Itinerary 

Time to drop off vehicle and take your onward connection at the end of your Namibian adventure.  Airport approx. 

1hour drive from here (note if your rental is with Namibia Car Rental, drop off will be on day 18, and a transfer will 

take you to Na’ an kuse (1hour from city) and Na’ an kuse will transfer you to airport on day 19;  

Consultant Notes 

As with all car hire companies if you have an accident and they prove you were negligent– for example - speeding then 

the zero excess becomes void and you are liable.  You will complete the contract and discuss any extras with the car 

rental company upon collection of the vehicle – please check the vehicle carefully as you are responsible for it 

thereafter. If you have any problems with the car whilst you are on the road please contact them directly. With all car 

rentals you will need to provide your passport, driving licence (written in English or an international licence), as well 

as supply credit card for refundable deposit. Whilst we do our best to give correct prices for vehicle extras, the 

suppliers may amend without notice. A GPS is often available by the car rental companies (at client’s own expense), 

however, we find that due to our road network system (and small population), it is not normally required, we realize 

this is a personal preference and are happy to pre-book for you. Outside of major cities/towns please do not drive 

around/after sunset. 

Please note that this quote is based on the availability of both camp sites/ accommodation/ vehicle and on the 

understanding that no trip has been booked.  Should we need to use alternative options the price and itinerary is 

subject to change 

For Fish River hike: Special requirements: Participants have to be physically fit and preferably not be afraid of heights 

– please give an indication of fitness level at time of booking as well as any medical conditions such as diabetes, blood 

pressure, heart condition, any injury (particularly back, knee, ankle etc).  It is essential you are able to complete this 

trip. Please also advise of nationality  

Essentials to bring along on your hike:  

The arrangement is that you may pack a smaller soft bag (if possible) with clothing that you would use at the camp. 

This bag will then be driven down by the back-up team. Hiking – you will need to have a small back pack to carry your 

water and lunch pack for each day.   You will not be required to carry anything else. Your larger luggage will be kept 

safe at the lodge until you return.  

• Type of clothing – Temperatures can drop sharply after sunset, warm clothing is essential. We suggest you 

bring along outdoor safari clothes and strong but, well worn-in hiking boots for the hike itself. Your swimsuit is a must 
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if you would like to swim and cool off in the rock pools along the Fish River. The first and third camp is situated on the 

sandy banks of the river. The second and third day hike is along the river’s edge, allowing enough opportunity for 

swimming and breaking for lunch. The lunch pack includes a fruit, cold meat sandwich, fruit juice, cheese, peanuts and 

raisins, yoghurt and a boiled egg.     

• Please be advised that the first days’ hike is a steep rocky decent that takes about three hours to get to the 

bottom and from there another 2-3 hours crossing a rocky plain to get to the first camp.  Second and third days’ hikes 

are along the river bed therefore most of it is through thick sand but there are rocky places as well.  The last hike is on 

the plateau of the first canyon and very rocky as well. 

• Accommodation/Camp – Tents will be pitched at each camp and there is no need to bring your blankets and 

pillows as these will be provided.  You will only be allowed to relax in your camp chair while your fully equipped and 

capable camp team serve you. The camp chef will cater a full Continental and English breakfast in the morning as well 

as a full three course dinner in the evenings. 

• There will be a fully stocked bar with drinks of your choice and a sumptuous snack platter to nibble on before 

dinner while you enjoy the beautiful sunset over the pristine Fish River Canyon.  

For Tok Tokkie Hike: 

What you need to bring: 

• Curiosity and good humour; camera equipment and binoculars (bring plenty of spare films); comfortable warn-

in walking shoes - NOT new walking shoes, these will cause great discomfort and spoil your walk; sunscreen and insect 

repellent. 

• Clothing List (please have a closer look at the climate hints): 

Light and comfortable clothing; · Jacket and pullover for cool evenings; sport shoes or sandals for the evening;  hat or 

cap is essential; warm clothes in the winter months (beanie, scarf and gloves) 

• Weather/Climate: The seasons in Namibia are reversed compared to those in Europe. During the European 

winter months we have summer in Namibia and vice versa. Winter and summer in Namibia differ from what we are 

used to in Europe, though. The winter in Namibia is the cooler dry season, which is characterised by high temperature 

changes and hardly any rainfall. It can get very cold at night in the desert (June to August down to -5°C). During the 

day temperatures may rise up to 25°C. The Namibian summer (January to end of March) is the rainy season and it 

seldom rains during the other months. November and December are very hot with temperatures over 30°C, so it is 

essential to pack the suitable clothes. Rest assured that you will not encounter a grey sky that will linger for weeks! So 

bring some Sandals, walking shoes, light cotton clothes (Shorts and shirts), a jacket or fleece pullover and long trousers. 

We have seen everything: from beanies and gloves to bikinis!! 

• Character and requirements for trail: The trail is not difficult, but challenging. Fitness and good condition is 

essential as the trails entail 7 to 8 hours walking. Your main luggage will be transported by a back-up vehicle; you only 

have to carry a day pack, including a lunch pack, water and your camera equipment. As some of the routes lead through 

rough terrain and over sand dunes it requires well-balanced and secure walking. Please be aware of high temperature 

fluctuations, which can reach a high of 35°C during the day whilst sometimes plummeting down to -5°C at night, which 

can cause additional stress to your heart and circulation. We recommend you to prepare yourself for the trail with 

some fitness training. 

Travel times:  When we give travel times in the itinerary please note these are a guideline and perhaps will only in one 

brief stop travelling at average speed – some clients will drive slower or stop multiple times enjoying longer breaks 

and therefore journeys will take longer.  We recommend most days when travelling onto another destination to leave 

after breakfast to allow plenty of time to arrive in plenty of time and enjoy the location 

Namibia is an incredible country to visit but please remember that we are in Africa and that not all standards are the 

same as you would get in Europe or other first world countries.  To the majority of our clients, that is part of the appeal 
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of travelling to destinations such as ours.  If you are not comfortable with new challenges then you may wish to 

consider other companies or destinations. Please also note that due to the location of destinations, some long days 

are inevitable - you’ll travel on gravel roads which can vary in quality depending on the season and maintenance work 

carried out – please do not drive off road as the Namibian landscape is extremely fragile so please follow only well-

defined roads (we provide you with a map and suggested route to take once bookings are completed with us, and try 

to ensure the most suitable/direct/scenic route is taken).  Deviating off existing roads not only spoils the scenery and 

enjoyment of others, but also destroys plants and small creatures, please also note that the majority of vehicles have 

a tracking device and should you damage your vehicle in any way and the route deemed unsuitable you will be held 

liable for the damage.  More details regarding how to drive on gravel roads and in Namibia/surrounding countries is 

given with our “car rules and regulations” document issued with your self-drive confirmation 

Money: The currency in Namibia is the Namibia Dollar, which is fixed to and equals the South African Rand on a 1-1 

basis.  The dollar and SA Rand are the only legal tender in Namibia and both are used freely, however the Nam dollar 

is not legal tender in South Africa and we recommend that you exchange your money prior to departing Namibia  

Credit Cards: Visa and MasterCard are generally accepted in shops and restaurants in towns and many lodges.  Use of 

credit cards may incur an additional fee.  Occasionally lines may be down and services not available particularly in 

remote destinations and payment will need to be in cash 

Cash: South African rand can be purchased in advance. The Namibia dollar is not an international currency and 

therefore can only be obtained in country. Cash is available at ATM machines using credit card and pin number. There 

is FX bureau upon arrival at International Airport for those arriving by air and can be worth obtaining prior to arriving 

in city. It is customary to tip in Namibia, usually, around 10% at restaurants. 

Safety:  As with every destination safety tips needs to be adhered to; we strongly recommend you use a safe in a 

hotel/lodge or lock up your valuables when you are not in the room; when in a vehicle do not leave valuables on 

display but tucked away and out of sight.  It is also better to have copies of passports, money; cards etc split between 

travellers so if anything unexpected happens and a bag is lost or stolen then other funds/cards are available, you may 

also wish to consider using a money belt/neck wallet.  We suggest you leave valuable jewellery at home – you won’t 

need it while travelling.  A padlock for your luggage is also recommended  

Booking & payment: When you have decided on a trip a booking form will need to be completed, signed and returned 

to us and we will enquire regarding availability and advise you. Once we have taken deposit, a confirmation is sent to 

you, advising you of the services agreed and booked.  Payment is due approximately 6 weeks (sometimes 8 weeks 

depending on the supplier) prior to departure.  Exchange 4 free, bank transfers and MasterCard/Visa are all accepted 

forms of payment but please ensure there are sufficient funds and your bank is aware of the transaction about to take 

place (if you are paying via credit card), in this day and age many banks will withhold money as a safeguard against 

fraud and this delay can be critical particularly if you are booking at short notice.  Please also allow for payment to 

process and if paying via bank transfer to include all bank fees, note we are unable to confirm bookings/trip until funds 

have cleared into our account, any delay may see a cancellation in your trip and booking released.   

Dietary: We can assist with booking of various dietary requirements or food allergies but we appreciate your details 

when you book with us (or with your agent) and we will advise the appropriate lodges. Please be aware that the choice 

and options may not be as great as your home country.   

Electrical: plugs are 220V and are 3 pin (round pin as opposed to square pin).  Adaptors can be purchased in Windhoek 

and most international airports; they are the same as South Africa if you are shopping in home country or at airport. 

Some lodges will also offer 2pin sockets or adaptors but please do not rely on this, it is much better to bring your own. 

It is possible to re-charge batteries at most lodges but clients must be responsible for security of their possessions and 
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it’s worth considering bringing extra batteries/recharge for vehicle.  Note whilst camping on the hikes there is no 

access to electricity 

Insurance: It is essential that you purchase comprehensive personal travel insurance before you embark on your 

holiday, medical insurance is insufficient. Travel insurance is for your own protection and should include evacuation; 

we also recommend full cover for baggage loss etc and consider it to be an essential part of modern international 

travel.  We recommend www.worldnomads.com as an insurance option  

If you have credit card insurance – please contact your bank for these details prior to arriving in-country.  If you are 

uncertain whether this is enough please contact us when you book to ensure you have adequate cover 

Health: Namibia is a low risk malarial destination but we recommend that seek professional medical advice to enable 

you to make decisions on personal malaria protection.  Note that Etosha is an official malarial area (low risk) so please 

discuss with your doctor and obtain any necessary protection before departing your home country.  No vaccinations 

are required by law for the countries being visited on this tour though we recommend clients are up to date with 

vaccinations of TB, hepatitis, polio etc 

Water: All tap water in Namibia has been purified or comes directly from boreholes and is safe to drink.  Tap drinking 

water is generally safe to drink but bottled mineral water is easily available at shops and rest camps should you prefer 

to drink this, at some lodges it is provided 

Visas: The onus is on the client to organize all visas required for clients prior to departure.  Please ensure that your 

passport is valid for at least six months after your scheduled departure date country of travel and has sufficient empty 

pages. If this is not the case, there is a danger of being turned away by the Immigration Service on arrival at the airport 

– assuming your airline has agreed to bring you and risk a fine in the first place.  The Company cannot be held liable 

for any necessary visas or other travel documents not held by the clients.  Please also note that if your passport 

requires a visa for the countries you visit and multiple entries if necessary, you will need to carry your passport with 

you during the trip 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Tel: ++ 264 61 309 387 Fax: ++ 264 61 220885 

Email – info@chameleonholidays.com   Web – www.chameleonholidays.com 
Skype – chameleon.holidays 

 


